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Conclusion

Despite the existence of U.S. housing policies designed to make homeownership and neighborhood access available to all
U.S. families despite race or ethnicity, even when higher income minority families have the economic means to afford to live
in more affluent U.S. neighborhoods, racial/ethnic segregation in a number of U.S. cities continues to exist. Though this could
be a function of income/class, I found current research to support that these continued patterns of segregation are primarily
a function of race/ethnicity.
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Abstract

The United States of America is a country that
prides itself on being known as not only the
proverbial melting pot of people with familial
origins stretching from around the world, but
also as the proverbial land of milk and honey
filled with opportunities for accessing wealth
and its attainment for all. But how real are
those classic clichés that have been used to
describe minority accessibility to obtain the
proverbial American Dream of home
ownership? And not only obtaining a home,
but obtaining a home located within an
ecological space that is comparable to that of
their White peers of a similar household
income bracket? To explore those questions
more fully, the purpose of this paper was to 1)
identify common patterns of residential
segregation with the regard to the location of
the primary residences of minority headed
households in the United States and 2) if there
is such a pattern present, determine if that
pattern is a function of race/ethnicity and/or a
function of household income. Research found
that there are patterns of racial and ethnic
residential segregation in the United States. It
was also determined that even with minority
headed households falling within a middle-class
through upper-class socioeconomic standing,
this population often times do not own homes
in ecological spaces that are reflective of their
financial standing. This was especially true
among Black households. In summary, the
research for this paper supports the idea that
patterns of residential segregation with
homeowners in the United States is a function
of race/ethnicity more so than that of
household income.

Relevant Spatial Theories

Spatial Assimilation

• This theory follows asserts that in an analysis of an
individual householder’s decision on where they
purchase their home, there is an expectation that
their selection will positively reflect and connect their
household income to the quality of neighborhood
(location) in which they reside.

In other words, the higher the individual’s income is,
the better (with regard to the accessibility to
resources) the neighborhood will be that the
individual selects to reside in. Simply put, minority
groups are able to have their socioeconomic gains
translate into an ability to live in communities with
peers of all races/ethnicities of a similar
socioeconomic status.

Place Stratification

• Place stratification asserts that advantaged social
groups of a society systematically utilize the privilege
of their position to maintain their position (location).

• In other words, the opportunity for less advantaged
social groups to assimilate as well into locations of
privilege are purposefully diminished because of the
utilization of privilege by the dominate group. Simply
put, minorities cannot take financial or wealth gains
they have achieved and turn them into an ability to
buy their way into owning in home in a better
neighborhood or community.

Homeownership Patterns in the U.S..

(Key Research Considering both Race/Ethnicity and Income)

• Paper considers patterns of ethnic and racial segregation in the U.S. over an extended period of time.  

• Highlights historical federal policies aimed at controlling the residential locations of specific minority groups which exacerbated patterns of segregation.

• Compares the degree of spatial assimilation of generations of ethnic groups of European descent over time to that of specific minority groups in the U.S. whose ability to spatially assimilate   with 
the U.S. did not follow that same pattern.
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Fig. 1. Personal income distributions by race 1970-2010. Fig. 2. Segregation from whites by race 
and income 1970-2010.

Fig. 3. Probability of interaction with whites     
by race 1970-2010.

Fig. 4. Exposure to neighborhood poverty 
by race 1970-2010.

Fig. 5. Exposure to neighborhood affluence 
by race 1970-2010.
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